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Building a community that empowers children and adults to find their own way. 

 ALICE Training  
- Committee Feedback Staff enjoyed the training. Liked how flexible we could be as a Collaborative 

and that different programs could use different tactics.  
- Options- As a Collaborative and Building to building we have different options on how to empower 

people and how to execute drills. The more staff we get on board with the options, the better we are as 
a whole. 

- Flexibility- As told by PD, FD and Trainers, we have the flexibility to train people differently based 

on their capacity. 
- Resources (All on Shared Folder)- All resources provided by the training institute are now 

included on the Valley Collaborative Safety Committee folder on the Shared Drive 
- Implementation- Committee decided that all staff will be trained with ALICE Tactics and can direct 

students with the tactics in the case of an emergency. Students will receive their typical Evacuation 
Drills. 

 

 Valley Collaborative Medical Emergency Response Plan 
- Created by Nurse Jess Scalzi 
- Definition 
- Purpose 
- Location 

The Plan was E-Mailed to each Principal as Each Building with Lead Teachers CC’d. Off Sites were also given the Plan. 

Medical Emergency “Drills” should be talked about… 

 

 Building Access  
- 40 Linnell Circle 
- Tyngsborough 

Codes need to be given out to some staff that need building access. Tyngsborough Audio Video and Electric Strike 

Entrance is in the works. 

 Current Event Discussion: Portland, Oregon 
- Story 
- Parallels 
- Reaction 
- Prevention  

Gang issue is not very prevalent on sites at this time. There is some worry about the surrounding areas in Dracut and 

Tyngsborough. Talking more to the Police in the area is the first step. 



 

Building a community that empowers children and adults to find their own way 

 

 Committee Upcoming Schedule 
- Next Valley Collaborative Safety Committee Meeting will be at the conclusion of Leadership 

Meeting on Friday January 23rd. 
- Topics to include: NEMLEC Update, Ideas for ALICE Implementation, Using Technology as 

Advantage 
More Camera Coverage requested for Pod1 and Pod2 


